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An extraordinarily moving memoir from an iconoclastic new talent—an artist, cook, and illustrator
whose adventures at home and abroad reveal the importance of living life with your eyes wide
open.Best known for her witty illustrations, and as a cook beside her mischievous father in her
family’s legendary Manhattan restaurant, in Mumbai New York Scranton, Tamara Shopsin offers
a brilliantly inventive, spare, and elegant chronicle of a year in her life characterized by
impermanence. In a refreshingly original voice alternating between tender and brazen, Shopsin
recounts a trip to the Far East with her sidekick husband and the harrowing adventure that
unfolds when she comes home. Entire worlds, deep relationships, and indelible experiences are
portrayed in Shopsin’s deceptively simple and sparse language and drawings.Blending humor,
love, suspense—and featuring photographs by Jason Fulford—Mumbai New York Scranton
inspires a kaleidoscope of emotions. Shopsin’s surprising and affecting tale will keep you on the
edge of your seat.

"I've been trying to eat my way through Shopsin's menu and realize it's going to be a lifetime
endeavor. Now Tamara, Kenny Shopsin’s daughter, has written a sprawling travel memoir that
ranges all over the planet and which I finished the same day I started reading. Slinging simple
declarative sentences that hide sounding depths, and speaking in a quiet voice that you realize
too late is the hum of a jet engine, you'll race to Mumbai and back before you have time to
process the ride. But oh man will the memory linger." -- Patton Oswalt ― author of Zombie,
Spaceship, Wasteland“Shopsin tells us this story in a terse, true manner. A beautifully illustrated
memoir full of love, with no bullsh*t.” -- Maira Kalman, author of And the Pursuit of Happiness
and The Principles of Uncertainty“Sometimes a friend gives you a piece of writing and you are
terrified to read it because what if it turns out your friend is a terrible writer? This was a particular
concern with Tamara Shopsin, for not only is she a friend, but a brilliant designer, illustrator,
cartoonist, and short order cook whose work in all these areas have long delighted and inspired
me. So I am very relieved to report that MUMBAI NEW YORK SCRANTON is as virtuosic as her
pancakes, which is to say: perfect, meaningful, and astonishing.” -- John Hodgman, author of
That is All“Tamara Shopsin writes like she illustrates—wry and succinct, with judiciously placed
punch. She scatters Hansel and Gretel-style crumbs of fantastic, compelling memoir in woods of
travelogue. Mumbai, New York, Scranton is muscular, efficient, understated, and surprising.” --
Gabrielle Hamilton ― author of Blood, Bones and Butter"This (true) story is as dramatic as they
come, complete with twin sister, eccentric father and the love of a good man. But because
Shopsin is so fundamentally uninterested in being flashy, she gets our attention by not trying to
get our attention. Mumbai New York Scranton gathers momentum secretly, accruing emotion
entirely through food, art, furniture and the achingly mundane details that any survivor will



recognize. Could not. Put. It down." -- Miranda July ― author of No One Belongs Here More
Than You and It Chooses You"A charming, rewarding,and unusual narrative." ― Publishers
Weekly"Shopsin’s dry, staccato sentences are very funny. Her irreverent illustrations and pithy,
whimsical writing complement each other perfectly as [she] recounts details that… together limn
a creative, playful, wry and resourceful woman in a crisis. Shopsin’s compelling and
unconventional memoir is terrifying until you realize that, since she’s writing about it, there has to
be a happy ending." ― Booklist"[Shopsin's] wholly original work defies categorization. Brimming
with observations, details, snippets of conversations and photographs by her husband, Jason
Fulford, Mumbai New York Scranton is funny, intimate and dear. Shopsin has a laser-like focus
for specificity...[her] eye for detail turns the mundane into the sublime and make you want to
partake of any adventure she might embark on." ― CampusCircle"Some memoirs are about
travel. Others are about surviving a bigger-than-life family. Many of them are about illness, and
the rare memoir gives readers a private glimpse of a marriage that's also a creative partnership.
Just like one of the fabled items from her father's menu...Shopsin's memoir does them all. Her
spare, present-tense narration is interspersed with her drawings...and Fulford's eerily composed
photographs...building a larger world through association. Text and image work together in a
marriage of complements. Reading the memoir feels like eavesdropping on Shopsin and Fulford
as they collaborate." ― New York Times Book Review"Mumbai New York Scranton is a fresh,
engaging memoir...written in an episodic, stream-of-consciousness style. [Shopsin's]
descriptions of life with [her husband] Jason are especially sweet and affecting, while what
unfolds after their return to New York is harrowing and tense. Her portrayal of her quirky family, is
vivid and loving; as an urban social history spanning the generations, it is sheer pleasure. A
terrific and winning memoir, a love letter to a city and a family. Shopsin can add writing to her list
of talents along with drawing, crafting, cooking and her egg-cracking prowess." ― Shelf
Awareness --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From BooklistOn
a trip to India with her husband, Jason Fulford (the book’s photographer), well-known cook and
New York Times illustrator Shopsin contracts what she believes to be a terrible case of food
poisoning. But she soldiers on through the rest of trip, touring villages and odd museums, like a
garden made entirely out of thread. Back in New York, her illness doesn’t go away, and she
struggles to discover what’s going on. Her diagnosis is blindsiding, and she masterfully evokes
that same feeling of surprise for the reader. Despite the dire circumstances, Shopsin’s dry,
staccato sentences are very funny: “Dr. Schorr comes in. He looks so much like Sigmund Freud
it has to be on purpose.” Her irreverent illustrations and pithy, whimsical writing complement
each other perfectly as Shopsin recounts details that, though not providing a lot of emotional
depth on their own, together limn a creative, playful, wry and resourceful woman in a crisis.
Shopsin’s compelling and unconventional memoir is terrifying until you realize that, since she’s
writing about it, there has to be a happy ending. --Sarah Hunter --This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorTamara Shopsin is a graphic designer
and illustrator whose work has been featured in The New York Times, Good, Time, Wired, and



Newsweek. She has designed book jackets for authors including Jorge Luis Borges, Charles
Lindbergh, and Vladimir Nabokov. Two volumes of her drawings have been published under the
titles C’est le Pied! and C’est le Pied II. In her spare time she creates and sells novelties and
cracks eggs at her family’s restaurant in New York, Shopsin’s. She is currently a 2012 fellow with
the nonprofit Code for America. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Mumbai New York Scranton1.The
plan was if I didn’t see him, don’t leave the airport. That was it. That was the whole plan. It’s 1
a.m. The arrivals area is outside under a giant carport. The air smells like burning garbage. I see
Jason so fast. It’s almost funny.There are 100 unlicensed cabdrivers waiting for Jason and me to
finish kissing. The cabdrivers are sad now, Jason leads us to a little desk out of the way where
he prepays for our taxi.A few of the drivers follow us. They leave when we reach the prepaid
parking area. There are rows of modern and vintage taxis. “I hope we get an old one!” I say.Our
cab is not old or new. The interior looks as if an airplane seat from 1980 has exploded. It is
upholstered in a crazy patterned fabric everywhere, even the ceiling. I love it.On the way out our
driver stops at the airport gate. He gets out and goes into a little booth. Two boys come up to the
car window one on each side. They put their hands out. Jason and I shake our heads no.I’ve
heard about Americans who go to India and flip out. They give away all they have with them, take
out the max from the ATM, and return home changed forever.The boys just stand there looking
at us with wide eyes. They won’t leave. I whisper to Jason asking what we should do. “Roll up the
window,” he says as he rolls his up quick. I follow his lead but my boy sticks his hand on the
glass.The window closes by a hand-turned crank. I can feel the skinny boy pushing down. I’m
playing chicken in the saddest James Dean movie ever.I continue to roll up the window and am
about to squish his fingers when he yanks them out. Our driver returns.The side of the road is
lined with crowded shantytowns. Jason holds my hand and suggests I don’t look out the window.
Jason has wanted to show me India since the first time we met. My sister didn’t say don’t go. If
she had, I would never have come. But Minda made it clear she didn’t want me here. She’s afraid
I’m too fragile for India, that I will end up shitting chocolate milk and come home weighing eighty-
seven pounds.There are no streetlights. I’m frightened. Jason asks the driver why he has turned
off the main road. The driver says it is a shortcut. Jason tells him we would rather stay on big
roads. The Grand HotelThe hotel elevator sings a song when the doors open. Our room is on the
top floor. I open the desk’s drawer and paw the turquoise and purple stationery with 1960s
typography.Jason has bought me oranges. I eat them all right away.I take a shower, careful to
keep my mouth shut and puffed full of air. I brush my teeth using bottled water. Even wash the
toothbrush off with it.A travel doctor told us never to drink the tap water here. He also prescribed
five hundred dollars’ worth of medicine to bring. I filled the prescription uptown near his office.
The pharmacy gave me four complimentary tote bags. Really nice ones with a lining.Jason turns
off the lights. He tells me there are more oranges in the minifridge for when I wake up in the
middle of the night hungry and jet-lagged.In the middle of the night I wake up and eat all the
oranges. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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Melinda, Dad, and Jason1.The plan was if I didn’t see him, don’t leave the airport. That was it.
That was the whole plan. It’s 1 a.m. The arrivals area is outside under a giant carport. The air
smells like burning garbage. I see Jason so fast. It’s almost funny.There are 100 unlicensed
cabdrivers waiting for Jason and me to finish kissing. The cabdrivers are sad now, Jason leads
us to a little desk out of the way where he prepays for our taxi.A few of the drivers follow us. They
leave when we reach the prepaid parking area. There are rows of modern and vintage taxis. “I
hope we get an old one!” I say.Our cab is not old or new. The interior looks as if an airplane seat
from 1980 has exploded. It is upholstered in a crazy patterned fabric everywhere, even the
ceiling. I love it.On the way out our driver stops at the airport gate. He gets out and goes into a
little booth. Two boys come up to the car window one on each side. They put their hands out.
Jason and I shake our heads no.I’ve heard about Americans who go to India and flip out. They
give away all they have with them, take out the max from the ATM, and return home changed
forever.The boys just stand there looking at us with wide eyes. They won’t leave. I whisper to
Jason asking what we should do. “Roll up the window,” he says as he rolls his up quick. I follow
his lead but my boy sticks his hand on the glass.The window closes by a hand-turned crank. I
can feel the skinny boy pushing down. I’m playing chicken in the saddest James Dean movie
ever.I continue to roll up the window and am about to squish his fingers when he yanks them out.
Our driver returns.The side of the road is lined with crowded shantytowns. Jason holds my hand
and suggests I don’t look out the window. Jason has wanted to show me India since the first time
we met. My sister didn’t say don’t go. If she had, I would never have come. But Minda made it
clear she didn’t want me here. She’s afraid I’m too fragile for India, that I will end up shitting
chocolate milk and come home weighing eighty-seven pounds.There are no streetlights. I’m
frightened. Jason asks the driver why he has turned off the main road. The driver says it is a
shortcut. Jason tells him we would rather stay on big roads.The Grand HotelThe hotel elevator
sings a song when the doors open. Our room is on the top floor. I open the desk’s drawer and
paw the turquoise and purple stationery with 1960s typography.Jason has bought me oranges. I
eat them all right away.I take a shower, careful to keep my mouth shut and puffed full of air. I
brush my teeth using bottled water. Even wash the toothbrush off with it.A travel doctor told us
never to drink the tap water here. He also prescribed five hundred dollars’ worth of medicine to
bring. I filled the prescription uptown near his office. The pharmacy gave me four complimentary
tote bags. Really nice ones with a lining.Jason turns off the lights. He tells me there are more
oranges in the minifridge for when I wake up in the middle of the night hungry and jet-lagged.In



the middle of the night I wake up and eat all the oranges.2.It’s early. There are people still
sleeping on top of parked cars and trucks.Taxis and dogs are everywhere. It is dirty, noisy, and
loud. The crowds are thick between crumbling buildings battling overgrown trees. Mumbai is
hard fucking core. I love it.I’m overwhelmed and within three hours of walking need a nap.Jason
has written postcards while I slept and wants to mail them.A beige one-button mouse skips
along the street. A little girl is dragging it by the cord like an old pull toy. We turn a corner and the
sleepy neighborhood of our hotel ends.The streets are so crowded. We must hold hands. Jason
says we are near the post office. Stalls line the street. A man will wrap your package. He uses a
needle and thread, not tape. At one stall you can pay a man to type your handwritten letter.
Jason and I lock eyes.We stop for lunch. The place serves only veg meals. A veg meal is rice
served with a bunch of condiments and a few heavily sauced stewed vegetables. It is all you can
eat. I doubt I can eat very much.No forks or knives. It is customary to eat with only your right
hand. Jason says this is because people in India don’t use toilet paper so the left hand is
reserved for wiping. I don’t believe him until he starts to make like he is putting me on and I can
tell he is not. The fact that we are surrounded by 150 people eating with just their right hand also
helps.We craft letters to friends in between bites. Jason writes because he is left-handed.The
typist follows each line of our letters with an old ruler to keep track while he types. He corrects
two spelling errors and “color” turns to “colour.” I think it can’t get any better, but then he types
the addresses on the envelopes.The post office is huge. There are birds flying inside. The
postage stamps are not peel-off stickers. They are not even the lick-and-stick kind I knew as a
kid. They are just printed squares of ordinary paper. There are communal pots of paste decades
older than me.Jason read about a performance by a famous Indian clown. A silent clown who is
a national treasure. We have no phone or knowledge of how to use a pay phone. So we walk to
the theater across town to find out when it is happening.It has happened already. I am tired
again. Jason says it’s the jet lag and that I need to stay awake till 10 p.m. We sit in a park and eat
oranges. I place the peels in my tote bag though there is garbage in the grass.I keep almost
dropping the scarf from my shalwar kameez. A shalwar kameez is an Indian outfit made up of a
long shirt, loose leggings, and a large shawl. Jason took me to buy the outfit in the Jackson
Heights section of Queens before he left for South Korea. Sometimes when the shawl falls off,
Jason puts it back on. He drapes it across my shoulders and makes it look like a sculpture of the
sea. Within five minutes it will be dragging on the ground. I ask if we can buy some safety pins or
Velcro. He says that is cheating.Jason is lugging around his camera. We stop now and then for
him to take a photo. He still uses film. This surprises even Indian people who use typewriters.The
dugoutMumbai CentralFruit you can peel is safe to consume. A man has a mound of young
coconuts. With three quick cuts, he makes a perfect hole for a straw.We finish drinking and give
the coconut back. The vendor halves it with his knife and uses a piece of the shell as a tool to
separate the meat from the rest of the shell. This efficiency seems awesome and a bit cruel. He
hands us back the shell holding the loose tender meat.A stone sign reads “Sir J. J. School of
Art.” Jason leads, as we wander from one room to the next. The compound is old and



disintegrating. The place feels once upon a time enchanted. No students or teachers are to be
found. The most action we see is a half-finished sculpture of two Greek gods wrestling.Drawing
classSchoolyard3.For breakfast I eat idli, a white steamed UFO made of fermented lentils. It is
served with sambar, which I don’t use, and coconut chutney, which I do. The idli is fluffy and
easy on the stomach.We visit a currency museum. The museum is free. It costs no money to see
money. Old rupees are on display. Bills pressed between Plexiglas are covered with lovely type,
signatures, and intricate anticounterfeit patterns.I see a bill for 2/8 rupee. Today the exchange
rate for one rupee is two cents.After learning about the history of money, we go shopping at an
old emporium. The store is a living museum. The bulk of the merchandise is dead stock from the
1950s. The place has no windows and is dimly lit. This hasn’t kept the artifacts from fading.
There are more salesclerks than customers.I browse the racks of shalwar kameezes. There is
one with woven purple and black vertical stripes. It has a new-wave attitude and a V-notch
neckline. I’m sold.Poorly lit linens sit in neat stacks behind glass. Jason asks to see them all, one
at a time.The linen lady writes Jason a slip for eight plaid towels and a pink lungi. A lungi is a
piece of fabric that a man wears as a skirt. This is Jason’s second lungi. He visited India once
before, ten years ago, and bought a tan one. Sometimes when it’s very hot he wears it around
our house.We hand the slips in and are rung up on an old cash register. Our purchases are
waiting, wrapped in paper and string.I buy an English newspaper. We sit on a bench and split the
paper in half. Jason reads about the threat of Maoist rebels in Andhra Pradesh. I read there is a
problem with the motorcycle helmet law. People are just buying crappy helmets off the side of
the road.The helmets don’t make crashes any safer. I see a girl drive by wearing a yellow hard
hat from a construction site without a chinstrap.My father rode a motorcycle and would give us
kids rides from the small restaurant he and my mom ran. Often the motorcycle helmet was left at
home. Afraid of the helmet law, my dad would duct-tape a sweatband to a metal salad bowl for
us to wear.TrafficWe go back to our hotel and order coffee and bottled water from room service.
This feels extravagant but it costs less than a dollar.Jason gave the hotel his laundry to wash.
The bellhop brings this with the coffee. Jason opens the package of laundry to find that each
article of clothing has an ID tag hand-sewn into it.Our trip has just begun. We are flying to Cochi
early tomorrow morning. Jason organizes his luggage. A bubble jacket and boots are separated
out. It is January. He came here from South Korea, where it was full-on winter. There he slept on
a heated floor in a traditional Korean house and woke up to snow. It is winter here too, but the
temperature is around 80 degrees.Jason’s laundry4.The road to the airport cuts through a huge
slum.The airport is clean and modern. We wait for our plane. It feels like a different world. A world
with strong coffee and Wi-Fi.At Cochi airport I climb down the stairs and look for the bus we will
take for two minutes. There is no bus. Everyone starts crossing the tarmac to the terminal.Jason
prepays for a cab to the Ernakulam train station while I wait with the bags.Ernakulam is a lot
farther from the airport than we thought. On the drive we see mostly short concrete buildings,
billboards, and dust. A friend told me that khaki fabric was invented by a British soldier serving in
India who was tired of dirty pants. Khaki is a Hindi word that translates roughly as “dust



colored.”The train station is confusing, run-down, hot, and dirty. I see real live lepers begging. By
the time we figure out where to stow our bags, it’s 2 p.m. Time to eat.We take a scooter-powered
rickshaw to an Ernakulam hotel that I read has a great restaurant. Riding in the rickshaw feels
just like the Tilt-A-Whirl, only less safe.ErnakulamJason orders the veg meal. He loves it. I get
something mushy steamed in a banana leaf. It is very good and comes with a bread called
appam. Holy shit, I love appam. It is like idli and a dosa had a fantastic malformed baby. The
restaurant is filled with nicely dressed locals, lunching on the same meal as Jason. Across the
room a British family is eating eggs and toast.Fort Cochi is a quick ferry ride from the town of
Ernakulam. Most tourists want to stay on the small island with its history, charming buildings, and
Chinese fishing nets. I am not so interested in Fort Kochi. I want to see a museum I read about
on the Internet.The museum is called the Hill Palace. It is housed in the old Cochi royal home,
located a half an hour away. The plan was to see this museum and catch an evening train. A new
plan is needed. The museum closes at 4:30.Jason and I like this hotel. There are wood details
and it feels like 1943. The clerk at the front desk is wearing a suit and asks for our “good
name.”Our room is perfect. India is kicking my ass. Jason offers to get the bags from the train
station while I nap.Before the stormI don’t know where I am. I rub my eyes and remember when I
see our bags sitting on a 1940s luggage rack. Jason is working at his computer wearing his
gingham shirt and a lungi. He is transcribing an interview for a photo blog. The blog is sort of a
glorified chain letter. A person interviews you and then you interview someone else who then
has to interview someone else. It needs to be finished by the end of the week.We would
normally go to the lobby for coffee, but order room service because it is a dollar.Jason lets me
hop on his computer for a minute to send some e-mails to my family. I send them a photo of me
in my India outfit drinking a coconut.Jason points out that my dad will likely put the picture on the
menu. I feel stupid.My dad used to handwrite the specials on a dry erase board for our
restaurant. He would add and delete items weekly with nail polish remover. I still think of his
handwriting as smudged capital letters.1The special boards would get messed up all the time
and my dad would throw a shit fit. So I taught him how to use QuarkXPress, one of the first
desktop publishing programs.He would call me in tears at 2 a.m. because he couldn’t delete a
box. I’d say “K” and he’d hang up. Eventually he got better and stopped calling. The menu grew
to six pages—legal size pages.Now my dad prints the restaurant’s menu out daily, adding and
subtracting items. He uses gradients, small type, and pictures he finds on the Internet. E-mail
from me counts as the Internet.The bellhop wears a tan uniform. He sets the coffee down in the
area of our room I call “the cove.” It is a little nook with a window and a loveseat covered in a
nubby fabric. Coffee in India always comes piping hot and premixed with milk and sugar. This is
good because we can’t drink cold milk, but bad because it is always too sweet.There is a queue
of passengers in front of an empty ticket booth. The building feels like a parking garage with no
cars. When the ferry docks, a shipmate jumps off and starts selling tickets. As we set sail, he
hops back on board and turns into a shipmate again.Fort Cochin’s buildings are nicer than
Ernakulam’s. The streets are cleaner and lit. The island feels more like Europe than India.



Rickshaws pass by and slow when they see us. We wave them off and walk to the restaurant
Jason has picked out. The air has started to cool and it feels good.The restaurant is in a hotel.
We go through an arched stone entrance into a tropical courtyard with giant palms and
prehistoric plants. To the left and right are covered porches with wicker chairs. Past the garden
and porches is the sea. There is a pier with strings of lights hung over tables. We have died and
gone to tourist heaven. This is confirmed by the other diners. They are all foreigners like us.A
drop of rain lands on my menu. It is followed by a few more drops. Now a downpour. Jason and I
tuck under the covered porch. All the diners have flooded into a small area beneath a tent across
the courtyard. Brits are laughing and handling the surprise well. The wait staff is hustling all the
tables from the pier into the tiny area.I tell Jason about the emergency snacks in my bag:
cashews, oranges, and two grunt bars (aka energy bars). We run across the courtyard. Jason
disappears and reappears with two sodas in glass bottles.We sit and eat, watching the rain
pound the exotic plants while lizards climb the walls. The lights go out for a bit and then come
back on.The rain is not letting up. I stand under the stone arch and watch a taxicab loaded with
Brits leave. I wait for the rickshaws to whiz by. They don’t. Jason is protecting his camera and
asking if a cab can be called. I check the street again. There is one lonely rickshaw. I grab it and
call Jason over.
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Peter Knox, “Simply delightful.. Shopsin's memoir (or travel diary, or scrapbook) is simply
delightful, all the more so because I can place myself in India, in PA, and certainly in the New
York featured in her book.She makes these places come alive with her illustrations and her
partner's photographs, as they travel through each noting the local characters they meet, the
food they eat, and how they work together (doing freelance commissioned art for editorial
features mostly). So it's as much a travel guide or a how-to find forced inspiration on deadline for
made art and a relationship tale, as they work and live and love together along the way.It feels
light, and inconsequential, no matter the obstacle or challenge thrown in their way, they always
find a way out... but then a health matter turns things serious and even though you know (spoiler
- she writes more books!) she's not going to die, you have to find out how - just how do they
come together to survive and be stronger as a result.Her latest, Arbitrary Stupid Goal, was one
of my favorite books last year and one of my favorite New York books of all time. Here poetic
prose develops very nicely in this earlier book, but I suggest you read ASG first to fully
appreciate her backstory before you get thrown into her travels in this book.They're fun fast read
and deeply empathetic without being overwrought heavy, even when dealing with heavy stuff.
Highly recommend.”

Kathryn Pon, “Honesty and Love Amid Difficulties Make A Slow Cooking Joy and a Satisfying
Read. This begins as a South India travel diary, becomes a medical detective story and a
memoir of love, family and work. The photos are by Jason Fulford; the illustrations and brief text
are by Tamara Shopsin. Their daily life: their work together as illustrators, their choices of
meals, their commute between Scranton and NY, are full of creativity, love and consideration for
one another. Shopsin writes deadpan, sometimes with humor, always without drama,
complaint. I admire her voice, there's honesty and a kind of grace in it. Despite the medical
emergency which brings an urgency to the volume, there's a slow cooking joy throughout which
makes this a very satisfying read.”

Leeseh, “like reading your SMART best friends Diary.. After a few jarringly intense reads, this
was just what I needed: A gently written memoir that allows you to know it's author, the code
writer/cook/designer Tamara Shopsin and her photojournalist husband Jason Fulford. There are
photos and illustrations tossed in and her style is very much like an open journal. Simple, sparse
but well chosen words glided me along. Now here's the deal: you MUST see the documentary
about her family's infamous NYC restaurant Shopsins. The doc is called I LIKE KILLING FLIES
and gives you all the backstory you'll need to understand a deeper dimension of this cool little
book.”

Beck, “For almost entirely half the book I was like - "what the eff. This book is nuts. For almost
entirely half the book I was like - "what the eff?! this is the most boring book ever. why is



everyone raving about it?! those liars!" But then....kapow. Totally worth it. So good.”

Syd Vishus, “BUy IT!. Tamara Shopsin is a great writer with an awesome sense of humor. Loved
this book!!”

Robert Grady, “Amazing. Quirky, funny, enjoyable, human, and ultimately full of the surprise
profundity that comes of facing tragedy. An observant book by a talented writer.”

MJ Peltier, “quirky and wonderful. I just finished reading this for the second time- within a month
of reading it the first time. I NEVER do that with a book. Shopsin's illustrations, photos and
writing work seamlessly together, to create one of the most unique books I have ever read. Her
writing is so very present. She inspires me to stop and really look at life- our relationships, where
we live, people around us, food, and on - with lots of curiosity, generosity and then humor
automatically follows. I love her sensibility.”

Jodi Sh Doff, “I loved this, even when I didn't expect to. I loved this, even when I didn't expect to.
Part travel memoir, part family, part oh my god I can't believe that happened and you're still here.”

The book by Tamara Shopsin has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 37 people have provided feedback.
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